HAND SIGNALS FOR PILE DRIVING USING VERTICAL TRAVEL LEADS

BOOM SIGNALS
- Raise boom
- Lower boom
- Raise boom and lower load
- Lower boom and raise load
- Flex fingers during load movement

SWING
- Point finger in direction of swing of boom

LEADS
- To hoist use 2 fingers pointing upward in rotating motion
- To lower use 2 fingers pointing downward in rotating motion

CRAWLER OR TRAVEL SIGNALS
- Travel track this side in direction indicated by revolving fist – lock track on side indicated by raised fist

GENERAL
- Stop: Arm extended with closed fist
- Dog: Everything, clasp hands

PILE
- To hoist pile, touch hand to elbow and use hoisting signal
- To lower pile, touch hand to elbow and use down signal

HAMMER
- To hoist hammer, touch hand to hat and use hoisting signal
- To lower hammer, touch hand to hat and use down signal

PILE, HAMMER, LEADS
- To lower pile, hammer and leads together, use both hands palms downwards in down motion –
- To raise pile, hammer, and leads together, use both hands palms upward in upward motion.